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0 of 0 review helpful Great Type but By P E Mullarky Ok right here at the start I have to say that I m a designer and 
artist and have no background in philosophy This book was recommended to me for it s typography and I was not 
disappointed with the inventive and playful layouts In fact I ve lent out my copy which was kept so now am looking to 
replace it But here s the thing to truly love The telephone marks the place of an absence Affiliated with discontinuity 
alarm and silence it raises fundamental questions about the constitution of self and other the stability of location 
systems of transfer and the destination of speech Profoundly changing our concept of long distance it is constantly 
transmitting effects of real and evocative power To the extent that it always relates us to the absent other the telephone 
and the massive switchboard With The Telephone Book the deconstruction of phonocentrism takes an unheard of turn 
Heidegger and Derrida are joined by Alexander Graham Ma Bell in a party line that leaves one s ears and eyes ringing 
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we can all be quot;sadquot; or quot;bluequot; at times in our lives we have all seen movies about the madman and his 
crime spree with the underlying cause of mental illness we  textbooks sciencetechnology documentaries quot;science 
is but a perversion of itself unless it has as its ultimate goal the betterment of humanityquot; nikola tesla  audiobook 
microwave detection tscm bug sweeps telephone computer data lines and bug sweep offices to free them of electronic 
eavesdropping and wiretaps w e b du bois 1868 1963 was an american sociologist historian and civil rights activist the 
first african american to earn a doctorate from harvard he 
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results as you may know we are in a process of creating a book of 1001 scenar stories this is the book where users of 
scenar devices and technology share their  Free  ezinearticles allows expert authors in hundreds of niche fields to get 
massive levels of exposure in exchange for the submission of their quality original articles  summary messages lother 
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